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abstract: the study investigates the character names of the middle-english miracle 
play the conversyon of ser Jonathas þe Jewe, aka the play of the sacrament. While 
the name of the christian mercator aristory/aristorius, in spite of its apparent sim-
plicity, surprises for its uniqueness (not limited to literary texts), the major problems 
are posed by those of the protagonist’s Jewish servants Jason, Jasdon, masphat, and 
malchus. an enquiry into these anthroponyms reveals the playwright’s subtle use of 
biblical echoes and allusions, only available to a ‘professional’, an erudite cleric.
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in the 2012 issue of this journal i presented a brief investigation into a 
problematic place-name1 that occurs in one of the most remarkable texts 
of the late-medieval dramaturgy in middle english, the conversion of ser 
Jonathas þe Jewe, a miracle play of the second half of the fifteenth century 
most frequently, although debatably, referred to as the croxton play of the 
sacrament.2 i will keep to this practice in this article, albeit no less reluctantly 
than i did in my earlier one.3 in returning to the same text, i now dwell on an-
throponomastic questions, complementary in my view to the toponomastic 
ones i have already examined. literary onomastics is doubtless an interesting 
topic per se; however, the object of the present enquiry into these two closely 
related components of the linguistic and stylistic texture of the play of the 
sacrament is also to show how the combined hypotheses i am suggesting may 
contribute to throwing further light upon the cultural scene to which this 
miracle play belonged, as well as to making the artistic and intellectual profile 
of its unknown author stand out in somewhat sharper relief.

the plot of the play of the sacrament having been briefly outlined in the 
companion article, here i limit myself to recalling that the play’s subject is 

1 GiacchErini 2012.
2 Quotations from this miracle play are from my recent critical edition (with italian translation 

and extensive commentary: GiacchErini [ed.] 2013), cited by line number; page numbering refers 
to the introduction and commentary sections.

3 cf. GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, pp. 9-12.
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the charge of profanation of the consecrated host traditionally levelled at 
the Jews, and that its conclusion, exceptionally, sees the protagonist’s and 
his accomplices’ repentance and enthusiastic conversion to the christian 
faith, instead of the more customary burning at the stake. except for its 
finale, the legend here adapted for the stage thus finds a close enough picto-
rial analogue in paolo uccello’s predella of the corpus domini altarpiece, 
painted in urbino in 1467-1468.4

not taking into account the farcical interlude that, halfway through the 
central episode of the play, momentarily but effectively slackens the emo-
tional strain that has been rapidly mounting to a peak of almost unbeara-
ble intensity,5 and not counting mere dramatic functions either (e.g. «the 
Bishop»), or «Jesus» himself, there appear onstage eight characters who 
are given personal names. three of these belong to the christian «side»: 
the merchant aristory/aristorius, his secretary/assistant, the «clericus» petre 
powle, and the «presbiter» ser Isoder. Five, instead, belong to the Jewish 
«side»: the wealthy merchant Jonathas, who has arrived from the orient 
(«surrey», syria, l. 19) in the company of four fellow-Jews, Jason, Jasdon, 
masphat, and malchus, his attendants and future co-desecrators of the host.6

although in the present analysis i concentrate primarily on the names be-
longing to the latter group, those of the former are not without interest in 
their own right, most notably aristorius (with aristory as its linguistically 
unexceptionable middle-english adaption). in spite of the unproblematic 
nature of its formation, based on greek áristos – like an array of well-attested 
names of classical derivation such as, to cite but a few, aristaios/aristaeus, 
aristides, aristodemus, and, not least, aristoteles – aristory/aristorius, en-
tirely plausible morphologically, phonetically and semantically, remains nev-
ertheless, to the best of my knowledge, a hápax within the entire corpus of 
our literary tradition – virtually: not taking into account, that is, hypertext 
pages. indeed, odd as it may appear, no further testimonies, either ancient or 
modern, have been preserved of precisely such a name in literary texts, with 
the only exception of that of a greek-god-like character in a fantasy story 

4 see Lavin 1967; Katz 2003.
5 the protagonists of the interlude are the quack master Brundych of Braban and his assistant 

coll. also the quack’s name presents undertones that invite further investigation, particularly in 
view of its specifically east-anglian associations. even more challenging is the still unexplained, 
possibly derisive alias «Brentberecly» that coll attributes to him at l. 609. see GiacchErini (ed.) 
2013, pp. 215, 218.

6 in the unique manuscript of the play of the sacrament (trinity college, dublin, F. 4. 20) all 
these names frequently show insignificant spelling variants (e.g. Isoder/Isodyr, Jasdon/Jazdon); for 
the christian merchant, the latinate form aristorius is consistently used in the stage directions and 
in the final list of characters.
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in recent circulation on the web.7 its morphology, however, has an unmis-
takably latin/Romance resonance. petre powle too is discernibly «foreign». 
although on two occasions (ll. 339, 356) aristory addresses its bearer by 
shortening his name to the first element only, this is a «naturally double» 
given name: powle, that is, should not be viewed as a «second first» name, 
much less as the equivalent of a modern «middle name» – a virtually un-
known name-giving practice in medieval Britain, and of relatively recent in-
troduction. my suggestion is that the area the name points to in particular 
is italy. Between the late middle ages and the early modern period, it was 
within this cultural-linguistic environment that the anthroponimic pattern 
formed by the name pietro8 (most frequently in its popular variant piero) 
in combination with another name to form a unit began to meet a certain, 
albeit limited, favour: statistically, francesco prevails as the second element, 
although paolo too appears with relatively high frequency, as the persistent 
italian use of the compound name pierpaolo especially confirms.9 this seems 
to provide evidence in support of the play’s claim for the existence of an ital-
ian analogue «marycle» performed in Rome in 1461 (l. 57). the formation of 
this double name was favoured in all likelihood by the widespread popular-
ity of legends concerning the simultaneous sojourn in Rome, and joint mar-
tyrdom under the emperor nero, of the two major apostles of the christian 
faith, in combination with the legend of simon magus, as narrated in the 
late new-testament apocryphal acts of peter and paul and passion of saints 
peter and paul10 – a popularity which later underwent a de facto canonization 
when the two martyrs began to be chosen as joint titulars of a number of 
churches across christendom. and, as i have on various occasions pointed 
out, the close familiarity of the play of the sacrament’s unknown author 

7 <http://allpoetry.com/story/7952521-its-all-greek-to-me----chapter-two-by-
octoberstormxx>, accessed october 2013. in chapter one, puzzlingly, the character’s name 
is «aristorias». outside «literature» in the common acception, aristorius seems to have had a 
surprisingly limited circulation in the classical and post-classical worlds. as classicist friend and 
departmental colleague professor Rolando Ferri kindly informs me, the only verified witness 
extant to date is epigraphic: a third/fourth century inscription from albulae (the modern algerian 
municipality of aïn témouchent) in the ancient province of mauretania caesariensis, where one 
c(aius) Iul(ius) aristorius is mentioned. also the aristory-aristorius pair deserves further, separate 
onomastic investigation.

8 on italian pietro see arcamonE 2001.
9 see the «medieval names archive» page at <http://www.s-gabriel.org/names>, last accessed 

october 2013, for a reliably useful first source of anthroponymic materials, at least for the historical 
period concerned. For Jewish names in particular, first consult SinGErman, GoLd 2001. the israeli 
Bar-ilan university hosts a specialized research centre for the study of Jewish onomastics.

10 the early tradition concerned with the two major saints of the christian faith, their cult, the 
basilicas first dedicated to their names, is collected in carnandEt (ed.) 1867, pp. 362-435. the 
standard english version of the new testament apocrypha is now SchnEEmELchEr (ed.) 1991-1992.
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with both the canonical and the extra-canonical writings of the christian 
tradition is unquestionable.11 Finally, considering that the play’s action is set, 
however implausibly, in the iberian peninsula,12 the choice of Isoder as the 
name of the priest may reveal itself as an apposite one.13 in the decades that 
saw the transition from late antiquity to the early middle ages, isidorus 
hispalensis, the Bishop-saint of seville (c. 560-636) was in fact the foremost 
cultural exponent of christian Visigoth spain. Best remembered as an eru-
dite polymath and the indefatigable compiler of the etymologiae, isidore of 
seville was furthermore a zealous and vastly influential anti-Jewish polemi-
cist as the author, in particular, of De fide catholica contra Iudaeos.14

coming now to the Jewish characters’ names, the least problematic of the 
five appears to be that of the protagonist himself, the merchant Jonathas. 
the form of his name mirrors the latin Vulgate’s nominative-case render-
ing of heb. ָנתָן ְיהוׂ , Jəhonatan, in its contracted form ָנחָן  Jonatan, ‘god has ,יוׂ
given’ – Jonathan, in the english of both the catholic douay-Rheims and 
the King James versions, and of general english usage. the name belongs 
to several old-testament characters, but the two most famous ones are un-
doubtedly, first, Jonathan the son of King saul and friend of david, amongst 
the protagonists of the First Book of samuel, and, second, Jonathan (sur-
named apphus), youngest of the five sons of mattathias the priest and a 
prominent figure of the deuterocanonical First Book of the maccabees. this 
Jonathan succeeded his brother Judah as leader of the Jews in the macca-
bean wars of the central decades of the second century Bce and became 
high priest in Jerusalem. Yet, Jonathas is not just one amongst many other 
equally characteristic names immediately suggesting their owners’ religious 
and ethnic affiliation, as will also be the case with those of the protagonist’s 
four acolytes. the name Jonathas is itself an integral feature of the legendary 
tradition dramatized in the play of the sacrament. in a study of 1992 miri 
Rubin, the British historian who has most thoroughly investigated this tradi-
tion, asserted – but without producing any documentary evidence to support 
her statement – that Jonathan was the name of the protagonist of the events 
recorded in parisian chronicles of 1290, the earliest extant testimony of the 
myth of the Jewish profanation of the host later dramatized in the play of the 
sacrament.15 in fact, the very earliest documentary sources are reticent as to 

11 see esp. the commentary notes to GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, passim.
12 GiacchErini 2012, passim.
13 and, possibly, mildly ironic too, in light of ser isoder’s partly unorthodox characterization: see 

GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, esp. ll. 120, 125-132, 344-353.
14 see cohEn 1999, esp. pp. 95-122.
15 rubin 1992 (2005), p. 335.
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the central character’s name,16 but many later chronicles and histories that 
recorded the same, or analogous events – beginning with an episode set in 
1370 Flanders – agree in assigning him precisely that name. in that year, in 
Brussels, the charge of having desecrated the host was brought against the 
foremost representative of the Jews of Brabant, Jonathan (or Jonathas) of 
enghien, who was murdered a few days later. the affair, fraught with social, 
political, and economic implications whose consequences were to last for 
decades to come, led to the apprehension and public execution of the city’s 
Jews, and to the expulsion of the entire Jewish population of the region, ac-
companied by the confiscation of all their possessions.17 the name chosen for 
the central character of the middle-english miracle play, therefore, suggests 
that the unknown playwright may have been consciously working within 
an established oral and written tradition, possibly embodied in the alleged 
«marycle at Rome [...] presented» in 146118 mentioned in the play’s banns (l. 
57), or inherited from other sources no trace of which has survived.

unlike Jonathas’s, the names of his servants and collaborators in the profa-
nation of the host apparently carry no particular connotation except that 
they heavily underline their bearers’ religious affiliation and ethnic origin. 
a preliminary observation is that the choice is determined, albeit to a mini-
mal extent, by the exigency of alliteration, since they are often juxtaposed 
within «natural» pairs – Jason-Jasdon and masphat-malchus – in accordance 
with that rhetorical device.19 Far more significant is that all four names have 
ultimately in common, as we will soon see, a direct or, in a single case, me-
diated biblical provenance, naturally rich in exotic, oriental reverberations. 
Yet, each of them raises its own problems. at a first scrutiny, these names 
do not appear in the customary documentary sources available, not only in 
relation to late-medieval england, but also to the other, continental areas 
seemingly pertinent to the play of the sacrament, namely iberia, and aragon 
in particular. neither in these, nor in fact in any other european region are 
these anthroponyms common within the Jewish families and communities of 
that historical period.

potentially at least, the fourth and last name of the set, malchus, is the 
most familiar one to a christian audience, since it is to be found in the con-
text of a highly dramatic passage of the new testament. amidst the four 
canonic gospels, the name –  ever afterwards laden, for obvious reasons, 

16 «Quidam iudeus» is the standard formula. cf. GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, pp. 26-29.
17 see rubin 1999, pp. 181-188.
18 or maybe a dozen years later, as argued in my companion article: see GiacchErini 2012, pp. 

216-217.
19 GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, ll. 190, 191 197, 385, 386.
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with derogatory/negative associations – appears exclusively in that of John, 
even if the picturesque episode within which it occurs is also found in the 
synoptics. in John’s text, the disciple simon peter, in an attempt to prevent 
Jesus’s arrest in gethsemane, struck with his sword the servant of the high 
priest caiaphas «et abscidit auriculam eius dexteram. erat autem nomen 
servo malchus»20 (io 18. 10). peter, however, was harshly scolded by Jesus, 
who then, according to the evangelist luke’s version, worked his last mira-
cle while on earth by healing the servant’s ear (lc 22. 51).

in the acts of the apostles, Jason – a greek name in origin, but commonly 
associated with hebrew «Yehoshua», hence with «Joshua» – is the name of 
the man who gives hospitality to the apostle paul in thessalonica, and whose 
house is besieged by «[z]elantes [...] iudaei» (act 17. 5) who later accuse 
him before the civic authorities of spreading false beliefs and fomenting dis-
orders «contra decreta caesaris [...] regem alium dicentes esse, iesum» (act 
17. 7). here, the pattern of the accusation clearly replicates that brought 
against Jesus himself in the gospel narratives. of all the servants’ names, 
Jason is the only one which is unequivocally testified in the old testament, 
albeit in a deuterocanonical book originally written in greek, the second 
Book of the maccabees, rejected from the masoretic canon of the tanakh, 
the hebrew Bible. in addition to belonging to Jason of cyrene – the sup-
posed, unknown author of the original five-book narrative of which ii mac-
cabees claims itself to be the abridgment21 – this significantly hellenizing 
name belongs to the man who around 175 Bce, under the reign of the 
seleucid king antiochus iV epiphanes, gained for himself, through corrup-
tion, the high priesthood in Jerusalem, then legitimately held by his own 
brother onias iii. once he obtained the office, Jason «statim ad gentilem 
ritum contribules suos transferre coepit» (ii mach 4. 10), that is, he im-
posed an impiously hellenizing lifestyle. he was subsequently deposed in 
his turn by menelaus, led an unsuccessful assault on Jerusalem in the hope 
of regaining control of the city, and eventually died in exile in sparta, hated 
by all (ii mach 5. 5-10). in this name too are thus implicit, in both cases, 
pejorative connotations and/or associations, although hardly recognizable 
to anyone with a less than thorough knowledge of the Bible: directly, in the 
latter case, indirectly in the former, insofar as the episode of the acts of the 
apostles of which Jason is co-protagonist heavily stresses the vicious nature 
of the Jews and their arrant enmity towards all those who preach the gospel 
of christ and their followers, including, or especially, those of their own kin.

20 Biblical quotations are from the clementine Vulgate (coLunGa, turrado [eds] 1977).
21 «itemque ab iasone cyrenaeo quinque libris comprehensa tentavimus nos uno volumine 

breviare» (ii mach 2. 24).
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Almost identical at first sight with Jason, the most problematically obscure 
name of the series is Jasdon. To all appearances a coinage of this miracle play’s 
dramatist, it is unknown among Jewish anthroponyms in use in diverse ages 
and geographical areas. Above all, it is not recorded anywhere in the Old 
or New Testament or in the Apocrypha either: there is no known biblical 
personage of that name that might guarantee its plausibility talis qualis. The 
Old Testament, however, records – as yet another hápax – a close enough 
name, Jadon, bestowed on a person of the lowliest importance, Jadon of 
Meronoth, one of the crowd of volunteers engaged in the rebuilding of the 
walls of Jerusalem in the fifth century BCE, narrated in the Book of Nehe-
mias. Besides the evident phonetic and morphological closeness to Jasdon, 
what makes the name especially noticeable is that, in the relevant passage 
from Nehemias, it appears right before other workmen are mentioned who 
are identified not by their names but by their provenance: «Et iuxta eos 
aedificaverunt Meltias Gabaonites, et Iadon Meronathites, viri de Gabaon, 
et Maspha» (Neh 3. 7; my italics). The latter toponym, originally designat-
ing a military outpost, since the literal meaning of the word is «watchtower, 
lookout»,22 takes us to the third of the names given to Jonathas’s henchmen, 
Masphat (alternatively spelled Masfat in the manuscript). As anthroponym, 
this name, too, finds no correspondence in the Bible, neither exact nor close 
enough to let one conjecture a simple transcription error which might have 
occurred at some stage of the textual transmission. «Maspha», of which I 
have counted nineteen occurrences, represents the Vulgate’s transliteration 
of the original Hebrew toponym «מעפה». Yet, most subsequent translations 
variously rendered the place name as «Mizpah», «Mitspà», «Mispa» or 
other equivalent spelling variants; the different vocalisation, in these cases, 
conformed to the Masoretic vocalisation of the word as «מִּצְפָּה» – in accord-
ance with a system, that is, that was elaborated at a considerably later age 
than both the Septuagint and the Vulgate versions of the Tanakh. In the 
Hebrew Bible can be found forty occurrences of this toponym, from Gen 
31. 49 down to Os 5. 1, although it is impossible – and irrelevant – to deter-
mine which ones referred to one and the same locality, which ones, instead, 
to different localities identically denominated. But in many instances, with 
particular frequency in the Books of Samuel and of Jeremiah, this toponym 
occurs in the locative form «(הַ)מִּצִפָּתָה», (ha)mitzpātāh («to Mitzpâ, towards 
Mitzpâ»), deriving from the transformation of the ה- (-h) feminine noun 
ending into the voiceless dental stop ח- (-t), to which is next added the loca-
tive ה- (-h) suffix: מִּצִפָּתָה < מִּצְפָּה (mitzpâ > mitzpātāh). The latter is in effect 

22 Cf. mod. Heb. mitzpe, especially as first element in compound place-names of modern Israel, 
such as Mitzpe Ramon, Mitzpe Yericho etc.
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the form underlying the Vulgate’s «masphath»: a form which that version 
very often uses as an alternative to «maspha» (in most cases, in fact: twenty-
one out of forty, if my reckoning is correct), even when the source name 
seems not to justify its adoption, that is, when the corresponding toponym 
in the hebrew text is not in the locative form at all (e.g. i sam 7 passim, ier 
40-41 passim).

in conclusion, my contention is that in the play of the sacrament, Jasdon 
is an anthroponymic coinage born of the imaginative fusion of two biblical 
names, Jason and Jadon, with the former of which, as noted above, Jasdon 
repeatedly forms in this play a stock pair, «Jason and Jasdon»23 – consist-
ently in that order. that Jadon must have been indeed the name at the back 
of the playwright’s mind is confirmed by his choice of masphat – by defec-
tive memory, or intentionally, made to coincide with maspha – as next in the 
series of four, considering that in neh 3. 7, as has been seen, the two names 
are virtually contiguous: only that, owing either to a misunderstanding of 
his biblical source or to a lapsus memoriae, what was in origin a place name 
has been taken for a personal name. an alternative, and perhaps even more 
convincing explanation, is that in this circumstance too the dramatist pre-
sumed – with good reasons – that for the average spectator of this miracle 
play, unaware of, and in any case indifferent to, these onomastic nuances, 
what mattered most in the last analysis was the exotically evocative sonority 
of the name masphat.

the personality of the author of this miracle play, as it emerges from 
the anthroponomastic and toponomastic evidence examined here and in 
the earlier companion article, together with many other elements deduci-
ble from different loci of the play of the sacrament, is that of a dramatist 
possessed of an in-depth familiarity with the texts of both the old and 
the new testaments to a degree and of a kind nothing short of profes-
sional: a man of religion, in all probability, living and working within a 
favourably congenial milieu such as, for instance, Babwell Friary might 
well have provided. as argued elsewhere,24 various elements converge on 
the  suffolk area of eastern england that includes Babwell, just outside 
Bury st edmunds, where this now ruined Franciscan house, dissolved in 
1538, had been founded in 1263,25 as that of probable provenance of the 
play of the sacrament.

23 GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, ll. 190, 197, 385. see above n. 19.
24 GiacchErini (ed.) 2013, pp. 58-61.
25 see KnowLES, hadcocK 1971, p. 224. 
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